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Abstract

We develop a Keynesian business cycle model to study how extrapolative and

regressive expectation formation rules may affect fluctuations in economic activity. We

find that simple expectation formation rules may have an impact on the level and the

stability of the equilibrium income, the size of the multiplier and the resulting

adjustment process after an exogenous shocks. Our model also reveals that national

income may be influenced by how agents perceive their long-run average income.
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1 Introduction

All modern industrial economies regularly experience significant short-run output

variations. Since every recession in which workers become involuntarily unemployed

results in a loss of output that cannot be regained, the origins of business cycles belong

to the most challenging issues of macroeconomics. Business cycles may, of course,

arise from exogenous supply side shocks to a basically stable economy. According to

Keynesian models, however, fluctuations in economic activity may furthermore be

driven by changes in aggregate demand due to the instability of consumer and investor

sentiment. Moreover, Day and Shafer (1985), Franke and Lux (1993), Hommes (1995),

and Puu, Gardini, and Sushko (2005) even show that business cycles may be completely

endogenous when the underlying law of motion is nonlinear. As is well known,

nonlinearities may lead to chaotic motion. Comprehensive surveys of this topic are

provided by Day (1999) and Rosser (2000).

Note that when economic variables evolve chaotically, it may become quite

difficult to form rational expectations (Rosser 1996). As argued by Heiner (1983),

agents may then retreat to more simplistic expectation formation rules. In fact, there

exists a huge amount of empirical evidence, ranging from survey studies to laboratory

experiments, stating that agents typically rely on relatively simple heuristics when

having to predict future economic variables (Kahneman, Slovic, and Tversky 1986,

Smith 1991). Westerhoff (2006a, 2006b) therefore seeks to explore in how far the

expectation formation of boundedly rational agents may affect the evolution of national

income. Since the agents use a nonlinear mix of extrapolative and regressive predictors

to forecast national income, quite complex business cycles dynamics may be observed.

Due to nonlinearities, however, it is quite difficult to pin down the causalities acting

inside these models.
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The goal of our paper thus is to develop a simple linear business cycle model

which allows us to study the interplay between different expectation formation rules and

national income more precisely. The macroeconomic side of our model is represented

by the multiplier model. But contrary to the assumption that current consumption

expenditures are a function of the last period’s income, the agents consume a given

fraction of their current expected income. The agents either extrapolate past output

changes into the future or expect that output returns towards some long-run average

value. We also consider the case in which agents hold optimistic or pessimistic beliefs

concerning their long-run average income. The fraction of agents who follow one or the

other predictor is fixed (and thus the model remains linear). Overall, the model has the

potential to produce quite interesting dynamics. We find, for instance, that heuristic

expectation formation may stimulate fluctuations in economic activity and that national

income may (at least temporarily) disconnect from its equilibrium level when the agents

become optimistic or pessimistic. 

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we develop a

Keynesian business cycle model in which agents form boundedly rational expectations.

In section 3, we first focus on a special case and derive some analytical results. In

Section 4, investment becomes random. In section 5, agents try to learn the long-run

average income level. The last section concludes the paper.

2 The model

Within a Keynesian multiplier model, national income tY  at time t  may be written as

the sum of two components: investment tI  and consumption tC . Hence,

ttt CIY �� .                                                                                                                    (1)

For simplicity, investment fluctuates around a constant level I
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tt δII �� ,                                                                                                            (2)

where δ  is a normally distributed random variable with mean zero and constant

standard deviation δσ .

Consumption is a function of national income. Typically, one assumes that the

agents consume a given fraction of their last period’s income.1 However, recent

empirical evidence (Carroll, Fuhrer and Wilcox 1994, Souleles 2004 or Doms and

Morin 2004) suggests that consumer expenditures are driven by consumer sentiment,

thus confirming Keynes’ suspicion that consumer “attitudes” and “animal spirits” may

cause fluctuations in economic activity. In particular, Souleles (2004) finds that higher

consumer confidence is correlated with less saving and increases in expected future

income (which is consistent with precautionary motives but counter to the permanent

income hypothesis). Within our model, the agents consumption expenditures thus

depend on their current expected income ][ tYE , i.e.

][ tt YcEC � .                                                                                                                   (3)

The consumption parameter c  is restricted to 10 �� c . 

Similar to Asada et al. (2003) and Chiarella, Flaschel and Franke (2005), the

agents make use of extrapolative and regressive forecasting rules. The average market

expectation with respect to national income is defined as

][)1(][][ t
r

t
e

t YEwYwEYE ��� ,                                                                                  (4)

where the relative weight of extrapolative expectations ][ t
e YE  is denoted by w  and the

relative weight of regressive expectations ][ t
r YE  is represented by )1( w� .

                                                                                      

1 For tt cYC �  and ItI � , national income evolves as 1��� tt cYIY . Equilibrium income )1/( cIY ��

is always stable since the consumption parameter c  is by definition smaller than one.
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When the agents compute their expected income for period t, they possess

information up to period t-1. Extrapolative expectations may be formalized as

)(][ 211 ���
���� tttt

e YYaYYE ,                                                                                   (5)

where 0��a  indicates how strongly the agents extrapolate past output changes. 

Agents who form regressive expectations believe that national income will

revert to some long-run average value Ŷ . This “normal” income level Ŷ  may, of

course, not necessarily be identical to the true equilibrium income Y . Regressive

expectations may be expressed as

)ˆ(][ 11 ��
���� tttt

r YYbYYE .                                                                                        (6)

The agents consequently expect the gap between tŶ  and 1�tY  to be reduced by a factor

10 ��� b . 

Finally, we have to specify how agents perceive their long-run average income

level. Here we assume that agents behave as econometricians but are also influenced by

Keynesian “animal spirits”. Therefore, we write 

tttt εYdYdY ����
�� 11 )1(ˆˆ .                                                                                (7)

Accordingly, agents form a weighted average of the previously perceived long-run

average income level and the last observed income level with 10 �� d . The random

term ε , which may be regarded as “animal spirits”, is normally distributed with mean

zero and constant standard deviation εσ . Note that there is indeed empirical evidence

(Carroll, Fuhrer and Wilcox 1994, Souleles 2004, Doms and Morin 2004) that

consumer sentiment is affected by many factors, for instance, by announcements of

policy makers, media reports or natural disasters. These factors may be unrelated to the

actual condition of the economy.
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3 A special case: The deterministic skeleton with d = 1

To gain some basic insight into the dynamics of the model, we first explore a special

case. In the following, we focus on the deterministic skeleton of the model with 1�d .

Defining waa ��  and )1( wbb ���  and combining (1)-(7) reveals that

YcbIcaYYccacbY ttt ˆ)( 21 ������
��

,                                                                    (8)

i.e. the recurrence relation which determines national income is a two-dimensional

deterministic linear difference equation.2 

Next we determine the fixed point of the model, characterize its stability, and

calculate under which conditions cyclical output fluctuations may occur. Inserting

21 ��
�� tt YYY  into (8) reveals that

ccb
YcbIY
��

�
�

1

ˆ
.                                                                                                               (9)

The fixed point of our model is only equal to the well-know Keynesian multiplier

solution )1/( cI �  when YY ˆ
� . Put differently, if the agents perceive a lower (higher)

average income level, it will indeed be lower (higher) than the traditional multiplier

solution. The size of the multiplier may also be affected by the agents’ expectation

formation. The stronger the impact of regressive expectations, the less strongly

equilibrium income reacts to changes in autonomous expenditures I . Due to

ccb ��0 , however, the multiplier always remains larger than one.

Let us now turn to the stability of the fixed point. Remember that a two-

dimensional linear difference equation ZXaXaX ttt ���
�� 1211  is stable if (i)

01 21 ��� aa , (ii) 01 21 ��� aa , and (iii) 01 2 �� a . For our model, this is true if

the three inequalities
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01 ��� ccb ,                                                                                             (10)

021 ���� cbcac                                                                                                       (11)

and

ac /1�                                                                                                                       (12)

hold. Obviously, only the last inequality imposes a real restriction on the stability of the

fixed point. Interestingly, it is independent of the regressive forecasting rule.

Furthermore, the condition that a two-dimensional linear difference equation

generates cycles is 2
2
1 4aa � . For our model, this results in

2)1/(4 ��� abac ,                                                                                                     (13)

which now depends on both forecasting rules.

Conditions (12) and (13) are plotted in figure 1 in ),( ac  space for

}45.0,3.0,15.0,0{�b . The four panels also contain the restrictions 0�a  and 10 �� c .

Parameter combinations which are located in the area marked with a “Z” produce

cyclical output movements with decreasing amplitude. Note that the area which

generates dampened oscillations increases with b .

---------- Figure 1 goes about here ----------

The three panels of figure 2 show the evolution of national income after a one

percent output shock in period 1�t  for 100 time steps. The underlying parameter

setting is given as 18.025.1 ����� waa , 05.02.025.0)1( ������ wbb , 9.0�c  and

10�I . The three panels differ with regard to how the agents perceive their long-run

average income. From top to bottom, we assume 100ˆ
�Y , 102ˆ

�Y  and 98ˆ
�Y ,

respectively. As a result, the true equilibrium income is given as 100�Y , 62.100�Y

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

2 Our model is formally similar to Samuelson’s (1939) famous multiplier-accelerator model.
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and 38.99�Y , respectively. All three scenarios display dampened output oscillations,

i.e. output converges in the long run towards its steady-state value with decreasing

amplitude. The cyclical behavior of the national income variable is, of course, triggered

by the agents’ boundedly rational expectation formation.

---------- Figure 2 goes about here ----------

4 Random investment

Note that agents who rely on regressive expectations may commit trivial forecast errors

in equilibrium (see, e.g., the bottom two panels of figure 2). Within a pure deterministic

setting, this seems not to be very appealing. However, we are living in a stochastic

world where random shocks permanently enter the picture.  Figure 3 therefore presents

the same simulation run as in figure 2 (now for 200 time steps), except that

)1.0,0(~ Nδ . Obviously, the dynamics becomes much more realistic. Neither the

amplitude nor the frequency of the cycles look very regular. Since the system does not

converge to a fixed point, the agents may not necessarily (quickly) recognize  that they

misperceive the true equilibrium value of national income.

---------- Figure 3 goes about here ----------

5 Random investment and learning

Finally, we are ready to explore how the perception of the “normal” income level may

affect the evolution of national income. The design of figure 4 is as in the bottom panel

of figure 3 but now we set from top to bottom 0,1 ��
εσd , 0,99.0 ��

εσd ,

0,95.0 ��
εσd , 1.099.0 ��

εσd  and 1.0,95.0 ��
εσd , respectively. The thick

gray line represents the perceived long-run average income level. In the first panel,

agents underestimate their “normal” income level. In the following two panels, they
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seek to learn Ŷ . And in fact, for 95.0�d , the agents quickly come up with a

reasonable guess of Ŷ . On the other hand, the bottom two panels show that “animal

spirits” may at least temporarily lead to larger misperceptions. As can be seen, the

perception of the “normal” income level has a market influence on the actual income

level. Compare, for instance, the first and the last panel between period 40 to 120. In the

top panel, the agents underestimate Ŷ  and thus actual income is relatively low. In the

bottom panel, Ŷ  is overestimated and now actual income is much higher. 

---------- Figure 4 goes about here ----------

6 Conclusions

Fluctuations in economic activity may be driven by numerous forces. The goal of the

present paper is to clarify the role of some widely used expectation formation rules

within a Keynesian business cycle model. The agents may use extrapolative and

regressive prediction rules to forecast their income. Since the fractions of both

predictors are fixed, the model is linear. We find that the equilibrium income is

influenced by the agents’ expectations. If they become pessimistic (optimistic),

equilibrium income decreases (increases). Moreover, the stability of equilibrium income

decreases with the intensity of extrapolative expectations whereas the size of the

multiplier decreases with the intensity of regressive expectations. Compared to the

classical multiplier model, dampened oscillations may occur. Stochastic versions of the

model generate even more interesting dynamics.
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Figure 1: Conditions for stability and cycles in ),( ac  space for }45.0,3.0,15.0,0{�b .

Parameter combinations which produce dampened output oscillation are located in the

area marked with a “Z”. Remember that 0�a  and 10 �� c .
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Figure 2: National income after a one percent output shock. From top to bottom we set

100ˆ
�Y , 102ˆ

�Y  and 98ˆ
�Y , respectively. The remaining parameters are given as

18.025.1 ����� waa , 05.02.025.0)1( ������ wbb , 9.0�c , and 10�I .
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Figure 3: Random investment. The same simulation design as in figure 2, but now we

add IID random shocks to the model with )1.0,0(~ Nδ .
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Figure 4: Perception of the “normal” level of national income (gray line). The same simulation design as

in the bottom panel of figure 3 but now from top to bottom: 0,1 ��
εσd , 0,99.0 ��

εσd ,

0,95.0 ��
εσd , 1.099.0 ��

εσd  and 1.0,95.0 ��
εσd , respectively.
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